TREE TIPS

TREE & SHRUB CARE FROM BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

Proactive management of trees by Mike Sherwood

Pear trellis rust

Bartlett Inventory Solutions (BIS) is
a proactive landscape management
service that provides a professional
inventory and assessment of every
tree on your property. Tree inventories
give you fundamental information on
the plant population on your property:
tree quantities, location, condition,
size, as well as plant health care
recommendations and maintenance
requirements. Using this data, we
develop sustainable management
plans and rational budgets for ongoing
property care.

by Bruce Fraedrich, PhD

Protect the beauty and value of your
property with the BIS service.
Our professional arborists use the latest
research and diagnostics available from
our staff of scientists at the Bartlett Tree
Research Laboratories. Our assessment
identifies potential risks; then we
develop strategies to mitigate them,
and help you to prioritize your tree
care efforts. You save money and enjoy
better long-term results.
Management strategies include not
only pruning, but also soil, water, and

pest/disease management, all of which
help avoid the need to remove trees
prematurely, which in turn preserves
the money and effort spent to design
and plant those trees in the first place.
Proactive management also helps
identify future tree risk issues that
could lead to very expensive litigation if
a tree failure was to occur.
Assessments, management plans, and
management software can provide
the management and planning tools
necessary to oversee a tree population
as effectively as possible and in the
most cost-effective manner.
BIS benefits not only corporate
campuses and parks; individual
property owners benefit as well. Having
a system in place to monitor and care
for your trees helps protect the beauty
of your property and your investment
in it.
If you have a number of trees on
your property, ask your Arborist
Representative for more information
about the BIS management service.

Pear trellis rust (PTR), caused
by the fungus Gymnosporangium
sabinae, was introduced into the
United States from Europe in the
1990s and has been progressively
spreading through states in the
East and West. The disease affects
common pear, callery pear and
several species of juniper/eastern
red cedar.

A gelatinous orange gall on a juniper twig and
conspicuous spots on the leaves of a pear tree

PTR needs two unrelated host genera,
pear and juniper, to complete
development. In early spring,
spores are produced on small,
round, orange, gelatinous galls that
form on juniper twigs during cool
moist conditions. Wind and rain
disseminate these spores to pears,
causing conspicuous yellow to
orange leafspots and spindle-shaped
lesions on petioles and twigs. By
late summer fruiting structures
resembling trellises form on the
undersides of diseased leaf tissue
and on lesions on petioles and twigs
of pear trees. Spores from these
fruiting structures disseminate by
wind and rain to juniper, where
infection occurs on twigs and shoots.
These infections eventually produce
galls that will be the source of spores
for future infections on pear.
(continued on page 2)

A community fights EAB
TREE & SHRUB
MAINTENANCE CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
Good time to plant trees and shrubs
Monitor for magnolia and tuliptree scale insects
and treat as needed
Monitor for spruce spider mite and treat as
needed

OCTOBER
Shop for plant wraps and protectors in
preparation for coming cold
Good time to plant trees and shrubs or to
transplant trees and shrubs that have lost their
leaves for the year
Winterize lawn equipment before storage
Place protection around base of fruit trees
to prevent damage due to mouse and rabbit
activity
Before bringing in houseplants that have
been set outside, check them for pests such as
whiteflies, mealybugs and thrips
Continue to do tick checks. Adult-stage ticks,
which can still carry disease, may be present
around mid-month. One additional tick
treatment may be needed at this time

NOVEMBER
Where needed, tie up limbs of arborvitae and
juniper to prevent damage from excessive snow
loads
Protect plants from winter freezing, wind and
salt damage
Make sure soil for evergreen plants is moist as
weather approaches freezing temperatures
Collect soil samples now to anticipate soil
nutrient needs for the coming year or to
adjust pH
Shut off outdoor water pipes and irrigation
systems. Drain them to prevent freezing damage

DECEMBER
Protect plants from winter damage
Light pruning can be done at this time
Water trees and shrubs during periods of thaw,
especially in areas that may receive salt spray
Remove snow from evergreen branches gently
with a broom

The Princeton Shade Tree Commission in Princeton,
New Jersey, recently solicited bids from local tree care
companies to treat an important ash by a veterans
memorial in the town center. This gave Bartlett
Arborist Representative Scott Tapp an idea. Princeton
has a fledgling ‘Adopt-an-Ash’ program, so instead of
bidding, Bartlett offered to officially adopt the tree! We
gave it the emerald ash borer (EAB) treatment needed
and we will maintain it with other services like soil
care and pruning.
The town honored us for being the first person/company to adopt an ash in
Princeton. Our Princeton arborists hope this inspires others in the community to
participate in the ‘Adopt-an-Ash’ program. The Princeton Shade Tree Commission
is seeking contributions from organizations, residents, and student groups to
help save the town’s ash trees from EAB by funding preventive treatments. First
spotted in Princeton in August 2015, EAB is a serious threat across New England
and the Midwest as well as in Virginia and the Carolinas. Within five to ten years it
is expected to kill all of Princeton’s approximately 2,000 ash trees if untreated—
that’s 11 percent of the town’s tree population.

Pear trellis rust (continued from page 1)
PTR poses a significant effect on
health and survival of pear trees.
Reduced growth, crown thinning and
branch dieback will occur after several
consecutive years of infection. In areas
with high disease pressure, PTR can
eventually cause death of the pear host.
No significant effect on plant health is
usually associated with infections on
the juniper host.

Fungicide spray treatments applied
in spring when new growth emerges
are highly effective in preventing
new infections on pear. Fungicide
treatments to protect juniper from
infection are seldom needed because of
the tolerance of this host to the disease.

WONDERS OF NATURE
Dendrochronology –
the past revealed by trees
Many people know that counting tree
rings can reveal the age of a tree.
Collectively, tree rings can also tell us
much more. Dendrochronology is the
scientific method of tree-ring dating.
By recording the pattern of rings in
individual trees and then putting
hundreds and thousands of tree-ring
records together, scientists can tell
what time period a tree is from and can

learn about environmental conditions
in the past. This information from trees
also helps archeologists to date wood
artifacts and chemists to calibrate
radiocarbon dates.
In case you were wondering, it isn’t
necessary to cut down trees; small
drills are used to access tree-ring
information.

TREE FOCUS:
White oak (Quercus alba)
History
White oak is the reigning tree over its growth
range. Some of the largest and most famous trees
are oaks. The wood has been highly prized since
colonial times, and was used in construction of the
USS Constitution. Tyloses in the cells help make oak
wood water- and rot-resistant. It’s the best choice
for wine, whiskey and bourbon barrels. Oak trees
can live for centuries under favorable conditions,
becoming massive, and as wide as tall.
Culture
77 Hardy from Zones 3 to 9
77 Fairly tolerant of a variety of habitats,
in moderately acid and alkaline soils
77 Prefers full sun, and does best in deep,
moist, rich soils within pH of 5.5 to 6.5,
and a mulch bed
77 Requires a large space to grow; slow growth
and eventual massive size make it an infrequent
ornamental or street tree
Concerns
77 Most problems are minor, but repeated
defoliations by gypsy moths can be fatal
77 A root rot caused by the fungus Armillaria
mellea attacks weakened trees
77 Oak wilt, a vascular disease caused by
the fungus Ceratocystis fagacearum, is
potentially the most destructive disease
of white oak
77 Anthracnose can be a problem in wet
seasons
77 Sensitive to soil disturbances
such as compaction caused by
construction
77 Not tolerant of urban conditions

White oaks are
majestic trees in
the landscape of
much of the East
Coast and Midwest.

Bartlett Management Practices
77 Regular pruning might not be
necessary because branches
are strong and resistant to
breakage
77 Important to mulch beneath
the canopy to eliminate grass
competition and to maximize
health and growth

First snip the forks to create hooks. Then line up the ‘hooks’ and mark each
branch four inches above its hook. Saw the branches at the marking. Next,
saw one branch four inches below its hook and then use it as a guide to
saw the other two hook branches to the
same length.

Fun with trees
Getting crafty with branches
Pick up some branches on your next autumn
walk and come home ready for a craft
project! Armed with a few tools and some
long nails, you can make rustic coat hooks.
You’ll need five branch pieces—three with a
fork and two straight ones.

Cut two straight branch pieces to be the
top and bottom of your coat-hook rack.
Finally, drill through the cross branches,
insert nail, and hammer to fasten the
hooks to the frame.

Compliments of

Your Arborist Representative

With the changing
season trees are
preparing for winter.
Let us help them
get ready!

Trunk injection for EAB and caterpillars
by Gretchen V. Pettis, PhD

As invasive insect species continue their march across the United States, arborists
have had to become more creative in how they manage these tree-killing pests.
To that end, new application methods for pest management products are on the
rise. Such methods seek to prevent off-target movement and to reduce effects on
non-target species such as people and beneficial insects.
Trunk injections of trees are particularly helpful in situations
in which spraying is impractical or hazardous, such as in
a highly used public area or next to a body of water. This
effective application method is widely used to manage the
emerald ash borer and can be used to
protect large trees from defoliation by
gypsy moth caterpillars.
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